LAUREN FLAX DJ SET
RIDER AGREEMENT
1. Any proposed alterations to this Rider must first be agreed between the Promoter and the Booking
Agent before being made, otherwise all clauses must be adhered to. The promoter agrees to provide
and pay for the following. Please note that the artist reserves the right to cancel the
performance at the venue should the below equipment not be provided in good working order.

2. BILLING
Billing should read “LAUREN FLAX I Unknown To The Unknown, NYC” in all lights, marquees, displays,
programs, invitations and all other advertising and publicity accordingly.

3. TECHNICAL INFO
Four (4) Pioneer CDJ-2000 CD Players (or better) MUST BE LINKED***
One (1) Pioneer DJM-900 Mixer

Two (2) high powered monitor speaker
The volume of the monitors must be controlled by the artist!
The monitors must be no more than a meter away.
The monitors must not be behind the artist.

4. SETTING
A clean, dry, safe chair or box to place all the DJ's records case loose and out of the DJ's bag
A lamp with on/off switch for the DJ’s records.
There should be weights and/or fixings to ensure the stability of the equipment, if they are not
fixed onto a secure surface
An adequate sound and light system incl. technician and operator

5. HOSPITALITY
One (1) dressing room (incl. WIFI). The room should be capable of being locked.

THE ARTIST will be provided with a lock and key for dressing rooms.
In dressing room / on Stage
Hot black tea with sugar
Six (6) bottles of Club Mate
Four (4) bottles alcohol-free beer
Six (6) Flat bottles of water
Six (6) Sparkling bottles of water
Twelve (12) Bottles of any Pilsner beer
One (1) Bottle of Sauze Tequila (or other white tequila)
One (1) Litre orange juice
One (1) Litre Tonic water
One (1) Litre Ginger AleLimes
Three (3) Limes
One (1) Bag of ice
Catering:
One (1) hot catered meal on the night of the event. This meal is to be considered dinner.
PURCHASER is to provide pescetarian meal. ARTIST is sometimes open to meat.

Under no circumstances can the artist set be recorded without their consent!
The above equipment is mandatory. Artist should not perform unless all the above
equipment is supplied in good working order.

